STRUGGLE FOR POINTS.
FOR THE OLYMPICS.
FOR LIFE.

Co-produced by HBO Europe and Total Help Art, the new Czech documentary maps the key
episode in the life of a professional athlete, temporarily afﬂicted with a fatal disease. The ﬁlm
stars top-class badminton player Petr Koukal (born 1985), who underwent a surgery to remove
a malign tumour two years ago. Despite post-surgery complications he continued training,
culminating his efforts by participating in this year’s Olympic Games in London. Directed by
Vladimír Barák and based on a story written by Koukal’s mental coach and long-standing family
friend Ivan Křenek, the testimony of an indomitable will is to be premiered on HBO ﬁlm channel
on Sunday, November 18th, at 9.30 p.m.
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sessions, during which he lost all the hair on his head. However, he did not
give up his sports endeavour, going ahead with strenuous training and taking part in a number
of competitions both at home and abroad. His systematic efforts, accompanied with surprising
victories as well as painful losses, bore fruit this spring. Petr Koukal qualiﬁed to the London
Olympics, where he was as a ﬂag-bearer of the Czech team. The ﬁlm symbolically concludes
with scenes of the Olympic opening ceremony on July 27th.
Dream Journey consists of several intertwining levels. Interviews with Petr Koukal as well as
his parents, coach and teammates reveal the mechanics of a professional sport, where triumph
depends on seemingly insigniﬁcant coincidences and mental nuances. This alternates with a
chronicle of great perseverance, which is one of key factors for success in any kind of human
effort. The mosaic with quick pace and sharp cuts resembling badminton matches is also a vivid
story of overcoming health handicaps and mental failures. It develops into an existential drama
about limit situations which everyone must deal with on their own.

Based on the protagonist’s open confession, the ﬁlming of this authentic portrait started
several days after the surgery. It looks back at Koukal’s performance at 2008 Beijing Olympics
reminded by a tattoo on his hand. The ﬁlm is interspersed with statements by Koukal’s mother,
father and other friends and family of this exceptional athlete as well as scenes from the family
archive illustrating his badminton childhood. The document – with background music by Petr
Ostrouchov and phrased using London Olympics countdown – was made by experienced Czech
ﬁlm editor Vladimír Barák, who has participated on a number of successful ﬁlms, such as
Pelíšky, Želary, Občanský průkaz. Dream Journey is his ﬁrst extensive project as a director.
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An interview with director Vladimír
Barák
How did you get to Petr Koukal and to ﬁlming his portrait?
Through my younger son Matyáš, who has played badminton for TJ Astra – Zahradní město since
early age. I have made a short video for his team, which appealed to Petr Koukal. Then I made a spot
directly for his website. And then suddenly his coach rang me up, saying that Petr was seriously ill
and that it might be worthwhile to make a regular documentary about him. The ﬁlm would serve a
double function: it ought to capture Petr’s ﬁght against the fatal disease and serve as a component
of Petr’s post-surgery recovery at the same time. We wanted for Petr to think about something else
rather than about what was happening with his body and mind all the time. Moreover, the document
was not meant to be just a story of a ﬁght against cancer. I hope it tells other things, too.
What was the most interesting thing about the ﬁlm from the technical point of view?
I had to learn to shoot with a still camera. Most of Petr’s matches on court are captured using long
lens and a hand-held camera without a tripod. The depth of ﬁeld sometimes varied within a range
of mere 20 cm… As far as insight to various environments is concerned, it may be interesting
to note that I got behind the scenes of the World Championship in London without a journalist
accreditation. Petr had a word with the organizers and they let me ﬁlm his entire match. Also the
closing scenes from the Olympic ceremony, where there was a ban on any unofﬁcial recording, are
authentic. However, I will keep the circumstances of making them to myself.
You must have got to know the protagonist of your documentary in some depth. Did he
surprise you in any way?
From the very beginning of the shooting he kept on surprising me particularly with how well
organized his thoughts are. He is much more mature than most of his peers. He is a lonely,
exceptionally persistent and seasoned player, who had to manage and win all by himself. The
prologue to our documentary is composed of scenes from the time before the surgery. Petr
drives a thousand kilometres to the other end of Europe, pays the registration fee and loses the
match in an hour. I think such a situation is typical for him. He is a boss to himself and that is
why he would never cheat in his life or match.

An interview with Petr Koukal
What was the most complicated thing when making the ﬁlm?
There were a lot of very personal scenes and confessions in the ﬁlm, which require a lot of
courage. It was still quite ok at the beginning or during the hard chemotherapy as I had other
concerns than being shy or wondering what I should or shouldn’t say. At the time, we didn’t even
know whether there will be any ﬁlm at all in the end. But gradually, when more people joined
the crew and my task was to come back to the trauma and recollect the feelings several months
later, it got really difﬁcult. This was also the case when someone new, who I was not used to
work with, joined the crew.
Your confessions sound very frank and open… But did you set up some boundaries which you
did not allow the ﬁlm makers to cross?
I think that for such a documentary to gain any signiﬁcance, it must contain everything. No
hiding, no secrets. What I went through in the ﬁrst months of the treatment entirely broke down
all boundaries and I think that from the very moment everyone realized there would be no
taboos in the documentary. Moreover, I did not even see the ﬁnal cut, and I will only see it at the
premiere. My opinion and comments, if any, would be too biased and would not help the ﬁlm in
any way. I have absolute conﬁdence in the team of people I worked with and I am convinced
that not only I will like the result, but the audience as well.
What do you think is the main message of your portrait?
I wish for this documentary to have some motivational effect. So that people suffering from a
disease or other misfortune would believe in the word RETURN. Return not only in the sense
of getting healthy again, but also of coming back to life stronger than before. And those more
fortunate, who are healthy and content, will hopefully feel stronger desire for life after watching
this documentary!

Productions of HBO Europe
Original production of HBO Europe began in 2004 with the programme Na stojáka, which
brought to our screens up to then unknown genre of “stand-up comedy” and presented a
number of original entertainers. This was followed by documentaries originating from a
screenwriting contest. The winning ﬁlm, Erotic Nation (2009, dir: Peter Begányi), showed the
transformations of the Slovakian nation in the context of local sex business. Film Heaven Hell
(2010, dir: David Čálek) told a story of a community of people who had found pleasure in pain
HBO Europe also co-produced the documentary Take It Jeasy! (2008, dir: Tereza Nvotová), the
testimony Welcome to North Korea! (2009, dir: Linda Jablonská) about the totalitarian regime in
North Korea, and the musical road-movie For Semafor (2010, dir: Miroslav Janek) depicting the
birth of an album with new interpretations of Suchý and Šlitr’s smash hits. The chronicle Saving
Edwards (2010, dir: Dagmar Smržová) recounted the fate of a young couple who decided to bring
a handicapped child into the world against doctors’ advice.
Documentary Body Temples (2010, dir: Ivan Pokorný) presents the peculiar world of female
bodybuilders, while the ﬁlm Tantra (2010, dir: Benjamin Tuček) looked at the unusual practices
of mind control and sex at tantric seminars. The portrait Rock of Life (2011, dir: Jan Gogola Jr.)
dealt with the personality of the rocker Oldřich Říha from the legendary band Katapult.
Generation Singles (2011, dir: Jana Počtová) maps the lives of young men and women without
permanent partners. The documentary On the Ourside (2011, dir: Veronika Sobková) follows
three delinquents who try to cope with life at liberty. The ﬁlm Em & I (2001, dir: Vladimír
Michálek) is a nonconformist portrait of songwriter Xavier Baumaxa and his colleague.
Documentary Gene D (2012, dir: Pavel Otto Bureš) focuses on three people afﬂicted with a rare
disease that once inspired legends about vampires.
Feature production was started at HBO Europe with a feature-length debut by Jaroslav Fuit,
Twosome (2009), highly acclaimed by critics. HBO Europe supported another feature-length
debut, the punk road-movie dont stop directed by Richard Řeřicha. HBO’s most extensive
production so far has been the 45-episode series Terapie (2011), released last autumn. The
drama about a contradictory therapist (Karel Roden) and his patients has raised exceptional
response from both audience and experts. The second season, Terapie II, in which the therapist
Marek Pošta is confronted with new patients, will be released next year.
Another unique feature ﬁlm is the three-part drama Burning Bush directed by world-renowned
Polish director Agnieszka Holland. Inspired by real events, the morally appealing chronicle
maps the contradictions within the Czech society following the Soviet invasion and the alarming
deed of Jan Palach. The story deals with a court case featuring young courageous lawyer
Dagmar Burešová.

Contacts:
Ofﬁcial HBO website: www.hbo.cz
Ofﬁcial Cinemax website: www.cinemaxtv.cz
Photos, programs: pressroom.hbo.cz
Facebook: HBO CZSK, Cinemax CZSK, TERAPIE, Hra o trůny, Luck, Girls, Newsroom,
Viceprezidentka, The Paciﬁc, Spartakus, Cesta snu Petra Koukala
Twitter: HBO_CZSK
youtube.com: HBO CZSK
HBO: Pavla Brožková, pavla.brozkova@hbo.cz

Ondřej Trojan – director and producer
* 31.12.1959
Ondřej Trojan – film director, producer and actor with the Sklep Theatre – comes from an acting family: his father Ladislav and his younger brother Ivan are both actors. He graduated from
secondary school in 1979 and spent seven semesters studying maths and chemistry at Charles
University’s Faculty of Education. He then worked as a prop man at the Barrandov Film Studios
for two years before winning a place at the Film Academy (FAMU) in Prague in 1985 to study
film and television directing, graduating in 1991. In 1992 he founded the film production company
Total HelpArt T.H.A. Ondřej Trojan is a member of the Presidium of the Czech Film and Television
Academy and has won two Czech Lions for the films Divided We Fall and Up and Down.

FILMOGRAPHY:
FEATURE FILMS:
DIRECTOR:
LET’S ALL SING AROUND (1990)
ZELARY (2003) NOMINATED FOR AN ACADEMY AWARD FOR BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM
IDENTITY CARD (2010)
PRODUCER:
COSY DENS (1998, Jan Hřebejk)
DIVIDED WE FALL (2000, Jan Hřebejk) NOMINATED FOR AN ACADEMY AWARD FOR BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM
OUT OF THE CITY (2001, Tomáš Vorel) CO-PRODUCER
CRUEL JOYS (2002, Juraj Nvota) CO-PRODUCER
PUPENDO (2003, Jan Hřebejk)
UP AND DOWN (2004, Jan Hřebejk)
BEAUTY IN TROUBLE (2006, Jan Hřebejk)
TEDDY BEAR (2007, Jan Hřebejk)
I’M ALL GOOD (2008, Jan Hřebejk)
EL PASO (2009, Zdeněk Tyc)

FEATURE DOCUMENTARIES:
PRODUCER:
AFONKA DOESN’T WANT TO HERD REINDEER ANYMORE (2004, Martin Ryšavý)
FORGOTTEN TRANSPORTS A CYCLE OF FOUR FEATURE DOCUMENTARIES
TO LATVIA (2007, Lukáš Přibyl) CO-PRODUCER
TO BELARUS (2008, Lukáš Přibyl) CO-PRODUCER
TO ESTONIA (2008, Lukáš Přibyl) CO-PRODUCER
TO POLAND (2008, Lukáš Přibyl) CO-PRODUCER

TV FEATURE FILMS:
DIRECTOR:
B&B (1992) TWO-PART TV FILM
CAMELS IN THE MYSTERIOUS NIGHT (1993)

DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE PRODUCER:
FIRESIDE STORIES (1994, 1995, a cycle of eight short films, Ondřej Trojan, Tomáš Vorel, Zdeněk
Tyc, Václav Koubek)
SKLEP: MILLS (1994)
A GALE OF FOREST WISDOM (1997)
MULTICAR MOVIE SHOW (1998)
WARTBURG MOVIE SHOW (1999)

DOCUMENTARY TV FILMS:
DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE PRODUCER:
KRYŠTOF TROBÁČEK’S TOTAL CAMEL (1992)
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER:
THE PRAGUE 5 FROM VIENNA TO AKROPOLIS (1995, Petr Nikolaev)

TV SERIES FOR HBO:
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER:
STAND UP (2004 – 2011 … , Zdeněk Tyc)
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